CATTLE GRIDS
SPECIFICATION SHEET

26 TONNE CATTLE GRID

- Contain cattle, sheep or deer
- Replace a gated vehicle access with a drive-through option
- Cattle Grids can solve drainage problems too

Features

- Suitable for domestic and residential applications where only occasional hgv use is required
- Axle loading 10.5 tonnes
- All steel quick fit drop-in design can be installed onto a hard-core base if required
- BS 4008:2006 compliant
- Fully galvanised as standard to BS EN ISO 1461
- Manufactured using 76.1mm x 4mm CHS as standard
- 130mm gap between the bars with 795mm support centres*
- Cattle grids - 2.6m standard pit length x whatever road width you require x 390mm deep
- Deer grids - 4m or 4.64m standard pit length x whatever road width you require x 390mm deep
- Standard sizes available from 3.05m – 6.1m across the road width, other sizes are manufactured to order
- Optional side fencing
- Hedgehog escape/drainage ducts

*HEDGEHOG FRIENDLY